
Tau Ceti Terrorist Plot 
Foiled by Centauri 

Investigation Bureau  
by Anita Loftis

The Centauri 
Investigation 
Bureau closed 
out a six month 
sting operation 
on a murderous 

band of Separatist sympathizers in the 
early morning hours today.  CIB agents 
dragged numerous terrorists out of their 
homes before dawn in one of the most 
extensive counter-terrorist raids to date.
Director  Falkner  stated  that  the  arrests 
came  after  a  six  month  investigation, 
involving  dozens  of  undercover  agents, 
many of whom posed as Tau Ceti agents in 
order to run the sting operation.  Many of 
the sympathizers held prominent positions 
in  local  government  and  even  media 
positions.  It is unknown the extent of their 
revolutionary fervor, but it is believed that 
they  intended  psychological  warfare  as 
well  as  to  provide  access  to  violent 
terrorists with the intent to destabilize the 
Centauri  Confederation  and  President 
Loftis's political party, the Unity Party.

Over six thousand arrests took place in the 
initial  phase,  and Director Falkner warns 
that  many more arrests  are in the future. 
"These terrorists will  be made to talk, to 
ensure  public  safety.   We  will  find  the 
other supporters and all those who seek to 
use terror will find justice."

President Loftis Signs 
PEACE Initiative.

By Markus Raufsen

President  Loftis  today  signed  a 
revolutionary bill  to  restore  peace  to  the 
Confederation.  The PEACE Initiative, or 
Proactive  Enhancement  for  Achieving 
Centauri  citizen's  Entitlements,  greatly 
expands  the  powers  of  the  President 
during this time of war.  It is hoped that 
with these temporary powers the President 
will  be  able  to  enact  rapid  strategic 
decisions in coordination with the military, 
without the interference of the Senate.

Senators  who  opposed  the  PEACE 
Initiative  warned  that  it  gives  too  much 
power  to  the  President,  and that  PEACE 
lacks  any  effective  end  date.   President 
Loftis responded by saying that PEACE is 
the only way to restore the Confederation 
to unity.

Star of Stage and Screen 
Niccora Niccora Missing

by Rashi Aligeri

The  former  centerfold  and 
major popular icon Nicorra 
Niccora  has  gone  missing. 
Her agent, Toni Starani says 
she  was  last  seen  after  a 
recording  session  prior  to 
her next tour.  She was last 
seen  departing  with  her 
bodyguards  around nine  in 
the  morning  from  the 
studio.

Police  have yet  to  confirm 
any  signs  of  foul  play, 
though  they  admit  the 
disappearance  is  under 

mysterious  circumstances.   Niccora 
Niccora  had  just  received  a  seventeen 
million  Solari  contract  for  her  latest 
record.  She had just completed the final 
session before her disappearance.
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